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Introduction
Harena Now is a body of work that responds to an environmental 
and humanitarian issue using non-lens-based techniques.  
The issue is the global sand crisis. It is a lesser-known problem that 
is detrimentally effecting people and place.  
Due to the booming demand for sand in industries such as  
construction, fracking and beach re-nourishment, some experts  
(Torres et al. 2017) have suggested the sand we need may  
run out. 

The problem relates to various sociopolitical, economic and  
environmental contexts. For example, it has led to a growth in  
sand mafias. People have lost their homes, livelihoods and even 
their lives. 
Harena is the Latin word for sand. It also symbolises a place of 
contest i.e. an arena. A fitting title that reflects those trying to  
survive and make a living, the wildlife and habitats caught up in the 
process, and the people trying to determine a solution - they 
all face a difficult battle.
The work melds various sources of inspiration from the microscopic 
to the vast, anthropocentric to ecocentric ideologies, and the past 
to the present. 
The work responds to the Anthropocene, a proposed epoch in 
Earth history’s where humans are the “dominant influence on  
climate and the environment”.  
It also considers the resurgence of alternative and historic  
photographic processes in contemporary photography, and how 
non-documentary images can be used to instigate positive change. 
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Portfolio
In making work about the human impact on the environment, it is important to me to minimise my own photographic footprint. 
Having a passion for antiquated photographic processes, some which use toxic chemicals, my strategy for Harena Now, has been, and is, to use camera-less  
processes that involve minimal or no chemical solutions.  
As I create my abstract images at my local beach, using sand, sunlight and seawater, I want to ensure I am not adversely affecting its eco-systems.  
Making work out of the confines of an enclosed space is an important aspect of my creative approach. By working in my “outside darkroom”, I can immerse myself 
in my surroundings. My methods are rooted in the haptic, in the materiality of nature melding with photography.  
The Harena Now portfolio showcases the power of the elements; catching the splash of the wave or the movement of sand. Through the aesthetic of the resulting 
images, Harena Now strives to capture the viewers’ imagination before the background story unfolds. It seeks to be the prick of Barthes’ “punctum” (Barthes  
2000: 27). 
I have chosen two camera-less processes. One is the cyanotype. The other is my own modified lumen printing process. Both leave a minimal photographic footprint.
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Fig. 1: Purcell 2018. Harena Now
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Fig. 2: Purcell 2018. Harena Now
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Fig. 3: Purcell 2018. Harena Now

Fig. 4: Purcell 2018. Harena Now
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Fig. 6: Purcell 2018. Harena Now Fig. 7: Purcell 2018. Harena Now Fig. 8: Purcell 2018. Harena Now
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Fig. 11: Purcell 2018. Harena Now cyanotype series
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Production
For me, traditional, historic and alternative photography has never 
diminished. The introduction of digital is another string to the  
photographic bow. 
But in the recent past, more and more photographers are either 
learning about, or rekindling passions for, ‘slower’ methods of 
making images.
Shows such as the V&A’s 2010 Shadow Catchers: Camera-less  
Photography; the International Center for Photography’s 2014 
What Is a Photograph? and this year’s Foam Museum with C/O 
Berlin’s Back to the Future: The 19th Century in the 21st Century, 
all point to a fascination with the photographic past melting into  
the photographic future.
To fulfil my preference to use antiquated processes, and have 
respect for the eco-systems of the coastal locations in which I make 
my work, I have chosen two very distinct techniques.
Both allow me to have confidence in minimising my  
photographic impact, while also the diversity of creating a portfolio 
of two halves. This has provided the opportunity to exhibit  
independently - yet they are united through the consideration  
given to their effect (if any) on the environment - and the issue  
they represent. 

The cyanotype process was invented in 1842 by Sir John Herschel. 
However, this contact printing process has been most noted for its 
use by female botanist Anna Atkins. She handmade what is often 
cited as the world’s first photographic book Photographs of British 
Algae: Cyanotype Impressions in 1843 (see Fig. 11). 

Fig. 12: Atkins 1843. Image 
from Photographs of British 
Algae:  
Cyanotype Impressions

The process results in beautiful blue and white images. 
As well as creating photograms from objects or negatives, this  
process allows for imprints made by other means.
To make the Harena Now cyanotypes, I used cotton treated with 
the light sensitive cyanotype solution (made with a mix of Potassium 
Ferricyanide and Ammonium Ferric Citrate).
The cloth was taken to the shoreline where the waves crashed 
against it, or secured in trays with seawater to mimic the movement 
of the ocean. It is then rinsed in the sea or with tap water, with the 
unexposed solution washing out as iron salts.
Once dry, I decided to display the fabric within embroidery hoops 
to provide a nod towards the cyclical nature of life and a means of 
framing without glass. 
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To make my modified lumens, I amended the traditional process 
and brought in digital processing techniques.
The traditional lumen printing method fixes the exposed  
photographic paper with photographic fixer.
I wanted to strip back my use of chemicals and decided to forego 
this stage. Instead, once I had exposed the paper in situ (this could 
take between 15 and 30 minutes on average in full sun or overcast  
conditions), I secured the paper in a light-tight container.
If I did not do this, the paper would continue to expose and the 
image would disappear.
My next step on returning to base is to clean the paper as quickly 
as possible to rid it of detritus from the beach.
Following this the paper is scanned as a high resolution TIFF file. It 
is then returned to the light-tight container, where it will remain to 
protect its existence.
This work has been predominantly made using out-of-date Ilford 
Warm Tone Multigrade paper. It results in muted, soft shades of  
purple and pinks (see Fig. 13) following exposure. 
I have chosen to implement a relatively simple digital processing 
method to make changes to these natural reactions and create an 
new image, or an ‘impact’(see Fig. 14).
This creates a vast difference in the final print and it acts as a visual  
metaphor for how the choices we make, simple or more complex, 
all ripple outwards and can cause change.
I came across the Celestographs of August Strindberg while  
creating this work. I felt an instant synergy. He experimented with 
a similar process in the late 1800s, hoping to catch the light of the 
stars. He probably only recorded air particles, but regardless the 
images have a striking resemblance to some of mine (see Figs. 15 
and 16).

Click on the image above to view a 
short film explaining the processes in 

more detail.

Fig. 13: Purcell 2018.  
Harena Now.  
Pre-digital processing

Fig. 14: Purcell 2018. 
Harena Now.
Post-digital processing

Fig. 15: Purcell, 2018. Harena Now series Fig. 16: Strindberg, 1893-94.  
Celestograph XII

https://josiepurcellphotographyma.wordpress.com/2018/08/14/film/
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In the making of this work, I have drawn inspiration from  
contemporary practitioners, particularly those using alternative and 
historic photographic techniques.
Two of the most inspiring have been Lia Halloran and Meghann  
Riepenhoff. Both use the cyanotype. 
Halloran’s ‘Your Body is a Space that Sees’ (see Fig. 17)  
references the contribution of women to astronomy during the 
1800s to early 1900s, including Pickering’s Harem (or the  
Harvard Computers).  
For Riepenhoff’s Littoral Drift series, which she created at beach 
and river locations, she also used the water to expose the  
cyanotype (see Fig. 18). She chose not to rinse the work, which, in 
effect, enables it to continue to develop and change over time.
Both series are intertwined with the past, science, flux and  
the future. These resonate with Harena Now (see Fig. 19). 
My fascination with, but not always an understanding of, science 
disciplines plays a role in Harena Now. Science and nature are 
where I find magic in the world and by joining the two through 
photography, I become the touchstone. 
My strategy towards making work is one of flexibility. I need to feel 
a sense of freedom in creation, a lack of control, while the physics 
of the elements concoct all or part of the image outcome. 
Riepenhoff describes her methodology as “chaos with a dash of 
control”(2015); I could say the same thing. Fig. 18: Riepenhoff 2016.  

Littoral Drift Nearshore #409

Fig. 17: Fig. 4: Halloran 2016.  
Pulsar, After Jocelyn Bell Burnell. Fig. 19: Purcell, 2018. Cyanotype 

from Harena Now series
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Another influence on the production of Harena Now has been my 
interest in photography as a tool for activism, and how  
non-documentary images can initiate action.
In photography, the documentary rather than the abstract tends 
to dominate this sphere. We can all probably chose an image that 
could be found on a ‘photographs that changed the world’ list.
Working to highlight the effects of the Anthropocene, Edward  
Burtynsky’s large-scale environmental images take on an  
abstract facade (see Fig. 20).
Nick Glass of CNN, in an interview with the photographer, said, 
“You often need to read the labels to know precisely what you are 
looking at”. In the same interview, Glass notes Burtynsky’s refer-
ence to Abstract Impressionists as an influence, and that the pho-
tographer’s images record the human imprint on the Earth with  
“unquestionable beauty” (2018). 
With his images selling for hundreds of thousands of dollars, it is 
an interesting consideration if they do so for their aesthetic only, or 
because of what they stand for. And what motivates the buyers?  
I have made a conscious decision to use production methods that 
result in images of the unrecognisable. I believe by doing so I can 
bring a new frame through which people view and learn about 
concerning environmental and humanitarian issues. 
This method maybe risky, in that there is an expectation on the 
viewer to ask more of the image in front of them, and that the  
message may be lost within the aesthetic. 
Having spoken with a geologist about Harena Now, they said that 
by seeing something completely different about an issue they had 
not considered it would make them stop and look, and address 
their own impact in relation to it (Simons 2018).
If the majority of people feel the same, a reaction and action is set 
in motion, fulfilling the remit of Harena Now.

Fig. 20: Burtynsky. 2012. Water Thjorsa River #1
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The physical production of the Harena Now series needed to  
address financial constraints.
With it consisting of two distinct processes, I wanted to determine 
the best means to showcase the work with the budget available.
With the modified lumen images, I knew that to do the colours  
justice I wanted them to be printed as large as possible. I also 
wanted a paper that would suggest an almost textile finish. 
I worked with Falmouth University’s Photo Lab and decided on six 
A1 size prints and four A3 prints on Premium Fine Art-Hahnemühle 
Photo Rag. The service and printing were impressive (see Fig. 21).
I also decided that these images would be hung without frames  
using a magnetic system. The aim of this, other than not to use 
more glass (and therefore sand) than needed, was to enable  
viewers to be able to look at the minute detail of the image  
unencumbered by a barrier. 
For the cyanotype display, I took inspiration from Hannah Perrine 
Mode’s Europa (Pouring in from Taurus) exhibition (see Fig. 23).  
I have also worked regularly with circular cyanotypes, but on  
seeing the installation shots of Perrine Mode’s work, felt this would 
be an eye-catching way to show my Harena Now cyanotypes. 
As my images are made on fabric rather than paper, I needed a 
secure means to hold the cloth. I found the solution in simple  
embroidery hoops. Not only did this make the material taut, it also 
provided a simple hanging method (see Fig. 22).
To aid with how the work would be shown together, I created a 
simple model of the July venue layout (see Fig. 24). I used this to 
play with ideas for how to hang the work.
I feel I have achieved an effective means of display for both  
elements of Harena Now.

Fig. 21: Prints from The 
Photo Lab being trimmed.

Fig. 22: Cyanotype fabric being prepped for 
embroidery hoops.

Fig. 23: Installation shot of  
Perrine Mode’s Europa  
(Pouring in from Taurus)  
exhibition.

Click on the image above to view a 
timelapse of the model.

Fig. 24: Model of July venue.

https://josiepurcellphotographyma.wordpress.com/2018/07/16/model-to-scale-for-next-show/
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Publication
Promotion of Harena Now has take various forms.  
It has included social media marketing; building social media  
relationships; contacting specific organisations relevant to the  
subject matter; securing media coverage; attending events; and 
holding exhibitions.

These are highlighted in more detail on the following pages.

The images opposite took quotes relating to sand from a
conservationist, an architect, a geologist and a journalist.
These people have all influenced Harena Now and my MA  
project as a whole.
They are: Rachel Carson, Magnus Larsson, Vince Beiser and 
Michael Welland. 

Their words have at various times during the making of Harena 
Now provided me with inspiration, information and the tenacity to 
stick with a topic that needs to be heard.

I used their words to publicise upcoming Harena Now shows. 

This added an outlet to mix text and images. I also employed this 
very subtly in the making of some of the cyanotypes by  
incorporating the first line of William Blake’s poem,  
Auguries of Innocence (see Fig. 11).              

Fig. 25: Examples of various social media posts used to promote the project
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When

Where

June 22 to June 29

Mount Pleasant Eco-Park,  
Porthtowan, Cornwall
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Set up of June exhibition

I chose Mount Pleasant Eco-Park as 
my first exhibition venue as its target 
market already have an interest in 
environmental issues.
As the venue had not held exhibitions 
in its cafe area before, and as it is 
not a gallery space, I decided to only 
show five of the lumen prints.
This allowed for reasonable spacing 
between the prints, and room for 
information sheets.
Having made the decision not to 
use glass frames (to help reduce the 
demand for sand), I used a magnetic 
hanging system. 
My opening night coincided with an 
on-site eco-surfboard makers open 
evening, which helped to bring some 
more footfall through my door.
Although only a small turn out on the 
night, perhaps in part to my decision 
to promote my larger show in July 
more heavily, the event led to a con-
nection to work with a beach clean 
organisation and invites to deliver 
talks about my work and the sand 
crisis at future events at the Eco-Park.  

Click on the image to the left to view a 
timelapse of an element of the set up.

Fig. 26: Artist setting up at venue.

Fig. 27: Artist setting up at venue.

https://www.mpecopark.co.uk/
https://josiepurcellphotographyma.wordpress.com/2018/06/23/installation-day-june-22/
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Fig. 28: View from cafe entrance Fig. 29: View towards cafe bar

Fig. 30: Portrait of artist in front of work by Rob Stevenson of  
Beach Guardian

Click on the image above to access a 
snippet of the talk provided on the  

opening night

Fig. 31: Artist giving talk at exhibition.

https://josiepurcellphotographyma.wordpress.com/2018/06/24/open-night-at-eco-park/
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Further promotion and comments

Rob Stevenson from Beach 
Guardian called in to the 
open night.  
He took photographs and  
mentioned it on the  
Beach Guardian social 
media channels. This group 
has been attracting much 
media interest of late and 
is a useful connection to 
have made. We plan to  
discuss future collaboration.
  
To aid in the dissemination of Harena Now, I attended an art fair at the venue during the exhibition period. The cafe area was 
incredibly busy on that day and I was able to direct people to see my work, and to talk about it further. I also held a  
cyanotype workshop that sold out very quickly. Although I hadn’t included my cyanotypes in the June exhibition, this once 
again enabled me to show people my Harena Now images in a relaxed and informal setting. 
Along with the venue mentioning the show on social media, it was also shared by Kiran Pereira of SandStories.Org who I had 
contacted to highlight the work. Pereira has been striving to raise the profile of the sand crisis since 2010.  

“I like the space/cosmic portals.  
     And the colours. ““

““

“Amazing images.  
   Full of life and in touch with reality.

Fascinating story about sand, but most  
   beautiful and interesting images and how  
       they are made. Thanks.

Click on the image above to  
access the online article shared 

by Kiran Periera of  
SandStories.Org

Fig. 32: Beach Guardian social 
media post

Fig. 34: WorkshopFig. 33: Cafe view

Feedback comments from June exhibition

http://www.sandstories.org/blog/2018/6/27/harenanow-an-introduction-to-josie-purcell-and-her-awesome-work
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When

Where

July 26 to July 30

The Fish Factory,
Penryn, Cornwall.
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Set up of July exhibition

I chose The Fish Factory space as it has grown and developed in the past 
eight years or so into a venue that attracts creatives and those with a love  
of art.  
I also wanted a venue that provided white wall space as an alternative to 
the peach-coloured rammed earth walls at the previous venue. But most  
importantly, I wanted a venue that felt accessible to diverse audiences.
Having spoken with the owner of the space, I chose to hang my prints with 
discrete silver tacks this time. As the venue would be holding other events 
during my exhibition, including a music gig with Japanese psychedelic rock 
band Acid Mothers Temple, I wanted to be sure the work would be secure. 

The space has on-site artists, artists-in-residence and a cafe and shop. Along with the music event, a 
comic book talk also took place during the period of my show, all helping to raise its profile.
The opening night attracted around 13 people. I provided a short talk about the sand crisis and Harena 
Now. This led to an invite to give a talk to a camera club and the potential to work on a collaboration 
with a musician. I also ran a ‘treasure hunt’ whereby participants could win a signed 5x7 version of one 
of the Harena Now lumen prints.
The July event was promoted in county magazine Cornwall Today, in print and online with The Falmouth 
Packet (the venue’s catchment area newspaper), The Fish Factory’s newsletter and social media, and 
via my own social media channels.

Figs. 35 - 38: Various images showing the exhibition being hung

http://www.fishfactoryarts.com/
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Further promotion and comments

“I’m inspired  
to use the  
idea of these  
images in my  
illustration work.

“

“The beauty 
and simplicity 
of the images 
and the process 
engage you 
with the issue 
and makes  
it more  
accessible.

“
“The images 

are beautiful, 
even without 
explanation. 
The process 
is fascinating 
and the  
larger issue 
of the sand 
crisis makes 
me see so  
much more.

“
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Media coverage, podcast and social media 

“They are really beautiful colours 
and it would make me stop and 
look because it isn’t an image of 
sand mining or death and  
destruction. When confronted with 
images like that all the time in the 
news I think it’s almost like  
overload sometimes. To see an 
image of something completely  
different about something I’ve  
never really given much  
consideration to such as the sand 
crisis, would make me stop and 
think a bit more about the impact 
I’m having because I own the  
technology that uses the sand.”

To listen to the full podcast and to 
access the full transcript, click on 
the image above.
A short snippet can be  
read below.

In conversation with geologist,  
Dr. Beth Simons. 

Cornwall’s popular lifestyle  
magazine features Harena Now. 

To help promote my final show for 
Harena Now, I secured coverage 
in Cornwall’s county magazine, 
Cornwall Today.

Click on the image to see a short 
video of the magazine article.

Online and in-print coverage with 
the Falmouth Packet newspaper. 

The News and Feature editor for 
the Falmouth Packet described the 
work as “fascinating”.

Click on the image to read the  
full article.

The scientist I worked with in 2017 
on a commissioned project has 
supported my work ever since. As 
well as attending the July opening 
night, she promoted the exhibition 
via her own Twitter account.
Connections such as this have 
been, and are, invaluable and 
truly appreciated.
I also received support via  
Falmouth Flexible’s Instagram 
account.

Click on the images to read more 
about social promotion for both  
exhibitions. 

Various social media promotion. 

Fig. 51: Newspaper article Fig. 52: Magazine article Fig. 53: Interview podcast Fig. 54: Social media promotion

http://www.falmouthpacket.co.uk/leisure/eventsguide/16359140.josie-purcells-is-exhibiting-at-the-fish-factory-in-penryn/
https://josiepurcellphotographyma.wordpress.com/2018/07/26/cornwall-today-2/
https://josiepurcellphotographyma.wordpress.com/2018/07/23/social-media-promotion-part-1/
https://josiepurcellphotographyma.wordpress.com/2018/05/14/first-podcast/
https://josiepurcellphotographyma.wordpress.com/2018/06/23/show-promotion-for-eco-park-venue/
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Feedback
Creating Harena Now has led to many opportunities to receive feedback.
The most in-depth review I received has been from Lensculture, an online resource for contemporary photography. I entered its inaugral Art Photography Award 
2018, submitting more than five images which secured a critique of the work. One of my images was also chosen to feature in the competition gallery.
I have been incredibly motivated by the comments and suggestions I received. The opening statement read: “The topic of the global sand crisis is captivating – in 
fact, it’s the first time I have learned about it! - and your technical/artistic approach is equally as interesting; together they create a fascinating body of work”.
To read the full feedback, visit: https://josiepurcellphotographyma.wordpress.com/2018/07/23/lensculture-review/.

Having contacted Kiran Pereira of SandStories.Org, an organisation she created to raise awareness of the sand crisis, she supported my project with exposure on 
her website. In response to my initial email, she said: “Thank you for your kind words and for the work you do. I’ve been meaning to reach out too. Would be great 
if we could collaborate on specific projects”. We will keep in touch after the MA has ended.

Following the Falmouth Flexible online lecture by Christiane Monarchi of Photomonitor, I contacted her to discuss potential promotion. In response she said that she 
was not aware of the global sand crisis and “this has been an interesting discovery for me”. She also asked if I wanted to promote the project via Photo Monitor, 
but this is still to transpire. 

Overall, feedback about Harena Now from the public exhibitions has been positive (see comments on page 22 and 26). The most notable has been the number of 
professional opportunities the dissemination of this work has opened up. Read more on the following page.

https://josiepurcellphotographyma.wordpress.com/2018/07/23/lensculture-review/
http://www.sandstories.org/about/
https://www.photomonitor.co.uk/
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Further Info
My aim after my MA is to continue to develop my personal photographic practice. Harena Now is a catalyst for this.
Due to the conncetions made through the exposure generated at the Harena Now exhibitions, I have the opportunity to hold further photography workshops at 
Mount Pleasant Eco-Park and The Fish Factory.
After learning about my project and visiting my website, the owner of CoHort, a student hostel based in St Ives, Cornwall, contacted me to ask me to deliver a talk 
about the work and the sand crisis during the town’s September Festival. In addition, she has added me to their recommended artist workshop list, provided to 
schools and colleges to assist them in booking art-related activities during visits. 
A peer on the MA course also nominated me for the Royal Photographic Society’s Hundred Heroines campaign. This aims to highlight female photographers who 
have “inspired, challenged, used photography to highlight particular issues or shown bravery or courage through their photography”. This was a a wonderful  
surprise and I await any outcome.
I applied to be one of only eight Cornwall-based artists to take part in Beyond the Fields, a “transdisciplinary plein air convergence” for scientists, theorists and  
artists. It was organised by End of the World Garden, which is run by artist Paul Chaney. I was fortunate to be awarded a place. It was fabulous to meet and mix 
with people working in a variety of backgrounds and it has sparked new ideas and opened up potential collaboration opportunities.
During the Final Major Project module, I have also entered a number of competitions. This includes the previously mentioned Lensculture Art Photography Award; 
Fractured Stories, an open call run by the BJP and Ecotricity for photographers to respond to the issue of fracking; and Meet California, run by the BJP and Visit  
California, it sought photographers to “hone in on individual communities and activities” across the state. For the latter, I entered with a separate series to Harena 
Now. Along with my peers, we submitted our collective work to Source Magazine’s Graduate Photography Online 2018 opportunity. I also applied for the Royal 
Photographic Society’s Environmental Bursary to expand on Harena Now. Regardless of success in these, I plan to continue to put forward work in relevant awards 
and competitions - it is always a useful means of raising my profile.
I have also put in an application to the main acute hospital in Cornwall to show my work in its dedicated corridor display area. Along with this, I have attended a 
new arts group, Arts Well, which aims to promote wellbeing through art. Having delivered participatory photography workshops to people using health and social 
care services in the past, I hope this will provide further opportunity to sustain my photographic practice.
I am working with Cultivator Cornwall, a creative business support organisation, to develop and fund a photographic pilot project that aims to bring more  
photographic art to the county. The aim is to showcase the work in diverse settings to audiences who would not necessarily have the means to otherwise see it;  
addressing social issues such as financial, transportation and isolation.

Visit josiepurcellphotography.com or josiepurcellphotographyma.wordpress.com to keep up-to-date. 

https://josiepurcellphotographyma.wordpress.com/2018/08/15/future-opportunity/
https://josiepurcellphotographyma.wordpress.com/2018/08/09/rps-hundred-heroines/
https://josiepurcellphotographyma.wordpress.com/2018/07/25/beyond-the-fields/
https://josiepurcellphotographyma.wordpress.com/2018/07/07/fractured-stories/
https://josiepurcellphotographyma.wordpress.com/2018/07/07/meet-california/
https://josiepurcellphotographyma.wordpress.com/2018/07/27/source-magazine-graduate-opportunity/
https://josiepurcellphotographyma.wordpress.com/2018/06/02/royal-photographic-society-environmental-bursary/
https://josiepurcellphotographyma.wordpress.com/2018/06/05/further-opportunity-post-ma/
https://josiepurcellphotographyma.wordpress.com/2018/06/09/arts-well-cic/
https://www.josiepurcellphotography.com/#/harenanow/
http://josiepurcellphotographyma.wordpress.com
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Figure 1: PURCELL, Josie. 2018. Harena Now.
Figure 2: PURCELL, Josie. 2018. Harena Now.
Figure 3: PURCELL, Josie. 2018. Harena Now.
Figure 4: PURCELL, Josie. 2018. Harena Now. 
Figure 5: PURCELL, Josie. 2018. Harena Now.
Figure 6: PURCELL, Josie. 2018. Harena Now.
Figure 7: PURCELL, Josie. 2018. Harena Now.
Figure 8: PURCELL, Josie. 2018. Harena Now.
Figure 9: PURCELL, Josie. 2018. Harena Now. 
Figure 10: PURCELL, Josie. 2018. Harena Now. 
Figure 11: PURCELL, Josie. 2018. Harena Now.
Figure 12: ATKINS, Anna. 1843. Cystoseira granulata [cyanotype]. From:  
Photographs of British Algae: Cyanotype Impressions, (p. 7). Available at: 
https://publicdomainreview.org/collections/cyanotypes-of-british-algae-by-anna-at-
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